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PULSE RADIOLYSIS IN SUPERCRITICAL RARE GAS FLUIDS 

 

Richard Holroyd 

Chemistry Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, supercritical fluids have become quite popular in chemical and semiconductor 

industries for applications in chemical synthesis, extraction, separation processes, and 

surface cleaning.(1-3)  These applications are based on: the high dissolving power due to 

density build-up around solute molecules, and the ability to tune the conditions of a 

supercritical fluid, such as density and temperature, that are most suitable for a particular 

reaction.  The rare gases also possess these properties and have the added advantage of 

being supercritical at room temperature.  Information about the density buildup around 

both charged and neutral species can be obtained from fundamental studies of volume 

changes in the reactions of charged species in supercritical fluids.  Volume changes are 

much larger in supercritical fluids than in ordinary solvents because of their higher 

compressibility.  Hopefully basic studies, such as discussed here, of the behavior of 

charged species in supercritical gases will provide information useful for the utilization of 

these solvents in industrial applications.  

These studies require special cells to withstand the pressures involved, as well as 

radiation sources like high energy electrons or X-rays that will penetrate the necessarily 

thick windows or walls of the cell.  Rare gases have the additional feature of high free ion 

yields that facilitate the study of ionic reactions.  The high yield is a consequence of the 
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long time required to thermalize the electron; several nanoseconds are required since only 

elastic collisions are available for energy loss.  During this time the electron travels well 

beyond the Onsager escape distance from the cation.  The escape probability is therefore 

nearly 100%.  The free ion yield, G, is around 5 ion-pairs/100 eV in xenon.(4,5)  The 

yield is 5.4 in liquid krypton(6) and 4.1 for krypton gas.(7)  There have been only a few 

pulse radiolysis studies carried out in dense xenon or krypton fluids. In the case of xenon 

this may be due in part to the high cost.  However, since rare gases are radiation stable, 

they can be reused if additives from previous studies are removed. 

  This chapter focuses on the properties and reactions of charged species, electrons 

and ions in supercritical rare gases, as studied by pulse radiolysis.  Intermediates have 

been detected either by their optical absorption or by conductivity.  The transparency of 

the rare gases throughout the IR, visible and UV parts of the spectrum facilitates optical 

detection of intermediates, and the dielectric properties also permit DC conductivity 

measurements.  Studies have been done in both xenon and krypton with picosecond 

resolution, which elucidate the early processes involving electron-ion recombination and 

excimer formation.  Electron properties such as mobility and conduction band energy are 

reviewed because of their significance in the understanding of electron reactions.  Partial 

molar volumes have been determined from studies of electron attachment reactions as a 

function of pressure.  The properties and reactions of ions are also discussed.  Mobility 

measurements have shown that ions have lower mobility than would be expected, which 

is attributed to clustering around the ions due to electrostriction.  The clustering is also 

shown to affect the rate of charge transfer reactions in supercritical rare gases.   
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EARLY PROCESSES 

 Pulse-probe studies using the Laser Electron Accelerator Facility (LEAF)(8) at 

Brookhaven National Laboratory have revealed changes in optical absorption occurring 

on the picosecond time scale in rare gas fluids.  In xenon, excimers are formed which 

absorb in the visible and near infra-red as shown in Fig. 1a.  The absorption grows in 

during the first 50 picoseconds (see Fig. 1b).(9)  This growth is concomitant with ion 

recombination that leads first to excited atoms, reaction 1a, which immediately form 

excimers, Xe2
*
, because of the high density of xenon.

 
 

 e
-
 + Xe2

+
  Xe* + Xe (1a) 

  Xe* + Xe   Xe2* (1b) 

The observed fast formation of excimers in supercritical xenon, occurring in the first 50 

ps, corresponds to a second order rate constant for reaction 1a of 7.5 x 10
16

 M
-1

s
-1 

at a 

density of 1.33 g/cm
3
.  This rate can be compared to the theoretical rate for electron-ion 

recombination as given by the reduced Debye Eq.: 

 kr =  4 e (μ+ + μ-)/  = 1.09 x 10
15

 (μ+ + μ-)/   M
-1

 s
-1

 (2) 

where μ+ and μ- are the mobilities of the positive ion and electron, respectively in units of 

cm
2
/Vs, and  is the dielectric constant of the fluid.  The mobility of the electron is many 

orders of magnitude larger than that of the ion, thus μ+ can be ignored.  The usual low-

field mobility of the electron cannot be used in this case because the electrons are still 

‘hot’ at picosecond times.  The mobility of electrons at high electric fields, where the 

electrons are also ‘hot’, is between 60 to 100 cm
2
/Vs.(10)  The use of these values in Eq. 

2 lead to a range for kr from 5.0 to 8.4 x 10
16

 M
-1

s
-1

,
 
consistent with the experimental 

value.   
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 Two species of excimers are formed in xenon.  One decays with a half-life of 5.4 

ns, independent of pressure.  This is identified as the singlet excimer.  The other 

component is longer lived and the lifetime increases with decreasing pressure; this is 

identified as the triplet excimer.(9)  

 In supercritical krypton the formation of excimers has also been time resolved but 

the results contrast with those for xenon.(11)  As in xenon, electron-ion recombination 

should occur rapidly.  Again, electrons remain hot for many nanoseconds in krypton(12) 

and the mobility of hot electrons is in the range of 150 to 400 cm
2
/Vs.  This leads to a 

theoretical range for kr of 1.4 to 3.6 x 10
17

 M
-1

,s
-1

 at a density of 0.48 g/cm
3
.  In pulse 

radiolysis studies using optical detection the concentration of intermediates is around 0.5 

to 1 μM, thus recombination of electrons with ions should occur in less than 10 ps in 

krypton.  What has been observed is that the singlet excimer, the spectrum of which is 

shown in Fig. 2a with peaks at 830, 890 and 990 nm, grows in over a period of a few 

nanoseconds (see Fig. 2b).  Thus some of the vibrationally relaxed excimers are formed 

after a delay.  Recombination leads first to a precursor, which then relaxes to the singlet 

excimer (
1

u
0
).  At 113 bar the observed lifetime for relaxation is 1.9 nsec.(see Fig. 2b)  It 

is suggested that the slow relaxation involves the excited excimer state (
1

g
+
).(13)  The 

precursor cannot be the vibrationally excited excimer, (
1

u
*
) the relaxation of which 

should occur fast, at the collision rate; which at this pressure means within 10 psec.  As is 

shown in Fig. 2b, there is significant absorption present immediately following the pulse.  

This could be due to the precursor but is also likely to be due to singlet excimers formed 

via the fast relaxation of excited excimers in the ungerade state(
1

u
*
).   Further 

mechanistic details can be found elsewhere.(11,13)  At a pressure of 109 bar the singlet 
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decays with a lifetime of 3.4 ns and a new species is formed which absorbs at 1100 nm, 

(see Fig. 2a) identified as the triplet excimer (
3

u
0
), with a lifetime of 9 ns       

 Excitation Transfer. The rare gas excimers readily transfer energy to various 

additives.  Rates for transfer to nitrogen and hydrogen in krypton are known at 1 atm.(14)  

Because excimer species have strong absorptions in the visible it is necessary to quench 

them when studying reactions of other intermediates by absorption spectroscopy.  Ethane 

has been shown to be convenient for this purpose.  The rate constant for excitation 

transfer from excimers to ethane in xenon was measured by the pulse-probe technique to 

be 3.4 x 10
10

 molal
-1

s
-1 

at pressures near 50 bar.(9)  Thus, addition of a small 

concentration of ethane can be used to reduce the absorption due to excimers to a small 

level at nanosecond times. 

 

IONIC PROPERTIES 

 Theory of Electrostriction.   It is important to be aware of clustering caused by 

electrostriction in order to understand reactions of ions in supercritical rare gases.  If a 

classical continuum model is used to calculate clustering, the magnitude of the volume 

change due to electrostriction would be overestimated because such a model ignores the 

density build-up around the ion.  Because of this density augmentation the 

compressibility of the fluid near the ion is less and, since electrostriction is proportional 

to compressibility, the actual electrostriction will be less than predicted by a continuum 

model.  A compressible continuum model was developed that takes clustering around the 

ion into account.(15,16)  In this model the attraction between the ion and induced dipoles 

of solvent molecules is considered as a pressure.  The local density is then calculated 
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from the pressure at each point using an equation of state.  The local dielectric constant is 

calculated from this density.  This process is iterated until the results converge.  The 

volume change due to electrostriction, Vel, is then obtained by integrating over all space 

in the presence and absence of the ion.  

In a similar way the polarization energy, P
-
(CC), by the ions in a supercritical 

fluid can be calculated with this model taking into account the density dependence of the 

dielectric constant, which is enhanced as far out as 1 nm from the ion.  Again integration 

over all space is involved and P
-
(CC) obtained from the difference of the calculated 

energy of the ion in the supercritical fluid and the energy in vacuum.  The magnitude of 

P
-
(CC) calculated this way is generally larger than if the polarization energy is calculated 

using the Born continuum model.  The compressible continuum model is used for 

estimation of the energetics of electron reactions (see below).     

Experimental Evidence of Clustering.  Evidence that clustering of rare gas 

atoms occurs around ions comes from: a) ion mobility measurements, and b) volume 

changes occurring on electron attachment to solutes.  The mobility of positive ions in 

xenon decreases with increasing pressure and at pressures near 100 bar is 1.3 x 10
-3

 

cm
2
/Vs (see Fig. 3a) near room temperature.(10)  An estimate of the size of the cluster 

moving with the ion may be obtained from such data using the Stokes equation, 

 Rion = e/6 μ (3) 

where  is the bulk value of the viscosity.  This equation indicated clusters of about 0.6 

nm at high pressure and much larger clusters in regions of high compressibility (see Fig. 

3b).  Eq. 3 is only an approximation since the high viscosity near an ion should be 

considered.  This effect was taken into account in the hydrodynamic compressible 
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continuum model (HCC).(10)   The HCC model also indicates the size of moving clusters 

to be 0.6 nm, or one complete solvation shell, in xenon at pressures above 75 bar, and 

nearer to 1 nm in regions of high compressibility.   

 Several studies have shown that clustering also occurs around negative ions in 

supercritical fluids.  The mobility data for C6F6
-
 in xenon (see Fig. 3a) indicate that the 

clusters around C6F6
- 
are slightly smaller (see Fig. 3b) than those around the positive ion 

but the pressure dependence is similar.(9)  Measurements of the mobility of O2
-
 in argon 

at a temperature just above the critical temperature indicated the O2
-
 ion also moves with 

a large solvation shell.(17) 

 Evidence of clustering is also obtained from studies of electron attachment 

reactions.  These reactions occur in supercritical gases with large volume changes due to 

electrostriction around the negative ion formed.  In supercritical ethane it has been shown 

that the compressible continuum model accurately predicts volume changes for reactions 

of electrons with CO2,(16) pyrimidine(18) and pyrazine.(19)  In xenon volume changes 

are smaller because of the significant clustering that occurs around neutrals, as discussed 

in the electron attachment/detachment section below. 

 

ELECTRON PROPERTIES 

 Mobility.  In order to understand the high rate of reaction of electrons in 

supercritical fluids one needs to know the electron mobility and how it changes with 

pressure.  The electron mobility provides information on the diffusion constant since De = 

μekBT/e and values of De are necessary to calculate the rate of electron-ion recombination 

(see EARLY PROCESSES) and other diffusion controlled reactions (see Electron 
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Reactions).  For supercritical xenon and krypton the electron mobility in the pressure 

range of interest is shown in Fig. 4.  The mobility is generally high, from which it can be 

concluded that electrons are in a quasi-free state; that is, there are no trapped states.  

However, in xenon the mobility at 20 
o
C becomes unusually low near 60 bar as shown in 

Fig. 4.  To explain this behavior of quasifree electrons, a modification of the Basak-

Cohen model(20) has been invoked.(21)  In this model the scattering of the electron is the 

result of density fluctuations resulting in a deformation potential.  This potential is a 

function of derivatives of V0, the conduction band energy, which is discussed in the next 

section.  The model leads to Eq. 4 for the mobility: 

 
)]"',"('[)(*3
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00

2

0
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e
+

=μ
h

  (4) 

where m* is the reduced mass of the electron and n is the density.  The mobility is also a 

function of the compressibility, .  In the original theory the isothermal compressibility 

was used, however it diverges near critical densities because density fluctuations become 

quite large.  This results in a predicted near zero mobility in the vicinity of the critical 

density.  It was suggested by many that electrons do not interact with large density 

fluctuations(22,23) and it was more appropriate to use the adiabatic compressibility.  

When the adiabatic compressibility (which changes smoothly with density) is used, Eq. 

(4) accounts for the pressure dependence of the mobility in xenon remarkably well as 

shown by the dashed line in Fig. 4. 

   The mobility in krypton is quite high at all pressures and there is only a shallow 

minimum in this case.  The data shown in Fig. 4 are for 20 
o
C, which is well above the 

critical temperature.  The minimum becomes lower at lower temperatures but not as low 
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as in xenon.  The electron mobility in krypton is also reasonably well represented by Eq. 

4 when the adiabatic compressibility is used.(12) 

 Conduction Band Energy.  The energy of the electron in the conduction band in 

these fluids, measured from the vacuum level, is designated V0.  This energy term is 

important for several reasons.  As shown in the previous section the electron mobility is a 

function of the derivatives of V0.  To first order the electron mobility depends inversely 

on (dV0/dn)
2
  Thus where the slope of the V0 curve is steep as for xenon around 62 bar 

(see Fig. 5) the mobility is quite low (see Fig. 4).  For krypton the slope of the V0 curve is 

not as steep and consequently the mobility is higher in this pressure region.   Also V0 is 

important because the energy change for electron attachment/detachment reactions is a 

function of V0 (see next section). As shown in Fig. 5, V0 is negative at all pressures in 

both krypton and xenon because the interaction between electrons and atoms is positive.  

V0 is quite low at higher pressures, which is consistent with the high values of the 

electron mobility observed.  Generally trapping is unimportant for fluids with low V0.   

 An early theoretical approach to calculate V0 utilized the Wigner-Seitz model.(24)  

This model considered both the attractive polarization potential, including screening, and 

the repulsive kinetic energy of the impenetrable hard cores.  There have been several 

modifications to the theory over the years using various techniques.  A modification of 

the Wigner-Seitz model by Plenkiewicz, et al.(25) using an accurate pseudopotential gave 

reasonably good fits to experimental values of V0 as a function of density.  Recently 

Evans and Findley(26) reproduced their measurements of V0 in krypton and argon to high 

precision using this model with an adjustable phase shift parameter.    
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 The first measurements of V0 in liquids utilized the change in work function of a 

metal when immersed in the liquid.  Other techniques like photoionization have also been 

used.  Recently a method utilizing the field ionization of a Rydberg state of an added 

solute has been applied to xenon and krypton.(26,27) The results for krypton shown in 

Fig. 5 were obtained by this method.  Synchrotron radiation is used in this technique to 

excite the solute in the presence of an electric field.  Photocurrents are measured at both 

high and low electric field.  The field ionization spectrum is obtained by subtracting the 

spectrum at low field from one at high field.  Such spectra show a peak near threshold 

due to the high-lying states that ionize at the high voltage but not at the low.  The position 

of these peaks, Eth, shifts as the density or pressure changes depending on the value of V0 

and the polarization energy, P
+
, of the positive ion of the solute according to: 

 Eth = IP + P
+
 + V0 (5)  

In this technique determination of V0 also requires calculation of the polarization energy 

of the positive core, P
+
.  The data in Fig. 5 are best fits to the experimental results 

obtained in recent studies. 

 

ELECTRON REACTIONS 

 Electron Attachment.  The reaction of electrons with a few solutes has been 

 e
-
 + O2  O2

- 
(6)

 
 

studied in xenon.  In the case of oxygen the rate of attachment, ka, is 2 x 10
11

 molal
-1

 s
-1

 at 

low pressure (see Fig. 6) and increases with increasing pressure overall by a factor of 

5.(28)  Most of the increase occurs in the region of high compressibility around 62 bar.  

Electron attachment to O2 is a resonance process and the rate will depend on the energy 
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level of the electron in the fluid, V0, and the polarization energy of the fluid by O2
-
.  This 

reaction is quite exothermic; the free energy change is -1.8 eV at 100 bar in xenon (see 

Eq. 13 below).  This mismatch in energy accounts for the slow rate.   

The activation volume, Va*, for electron attachment to O2 is calculated using Eq. 

7: 

 Va* = -RT (ln k1)/ P  (7) 

Values of Va* are generally small except near 62 bar where Va* reaches a minimum value 

of  -9 L/mol.  This is approximately one-third of that expected theoretically for 

electrostriction by O2
-
.  Clearly there is a volume decrease in the reaction but the lack of 

agreement with theory indicates either that the full volume change is not obtained until 

the reaction is complete, or that O2 has a significant cluster around it; i.e. the partial 

molar volume of neutral O2 in xenon is negative. 

 The results for electron attachment to pyrazine as shown in Fig. 6 are similar to 

those for O2 at low and high pressures; that is, the rate increases at low pressure and is 

fairly constant at high pressure.  However around 62 bar, where the O2 rate is increasing, 

the rate of attachment to pyrazine actually decreases slightly.  The values of Va* derived 

from the data are negative at low pressures and generally quite small, but in contrast to 

O2 exhibit a maximum of 3 L/mol at intermediate pressures.  The explanation for this 

behavior lies in the significant role of clustering around the neutral pyrazine as explained 

under the electron attachment/detachment section below. 

 The rate constant for electron attachment to C6F6 in xenon is much larger than that  

 e
-
 + C6F6  C6F6

-
  (8) 
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of the other two solutes as shown in Fig. 6.  The rate increases monotonically with 

pressure and shows a sharp increase at 62 bar.(9) The change in rate with pressure was 

originally interpreted as an activation volume, calculated using Eq. (7).  This analysis 

showed that Va* is small and negative except near 62 bar where a value of -28 L/mol was 

reported.(9)  The value of -28 L/mol is coincidently close to the value expected for 

electrostriction calculated by the compressible continuum model, which is discussed 

above.  However the change in rate with pressure should not have been attributed to a 

volume change because, as is shown in Fig. 6 the rate is clearly diffusion limited, at least 

at low and intermediate pressures.  The diffusion rate is calculated from the mobility of 

the electron, μe, using: 

 kD = 4 RμekBT N/e1000 molal
-1

 s
-1 

(9) 

The value of the radius, R, used is 1 nm,  is the density in g/cm
3
.  The value of the rate 

constant at high pressure is below the theoretical diffusion rate, however it is actually at 

or above the maximum value expected for electron attachment rates.  Warman predicted 

that electron attachment rate constants are not expected to exceed 3 x 10
14

 M
-1

 s
-1

.(29)  

That rate constant corresponds, in the units used in Fig. 6, to a value of 6 x 10
14

 molal
-1

 

s
-1

 at the highest pressure; the observed rate is actually above this.  Therefore deriving 

activation volumes from the C6F6 rate data is questionable.        

 Electron Attachment/Detachment.  The reaction of the electron with pyrazine is 

reversible and the rate of electron detachment, kd, from the pyrazine anion has been 

measured in supercritical xenon.(30) 

 pyrazine
-
  e

-
 + pyrazine (10) 
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When the values of kd are combined with values of ka (see Fig. 6) the free energy of 

reaction is obtained from: Gr = -RTln(ka/kd).  The change in Gr with pressure provides 

information on the volume change in the reaction, since Vr = ( Gr/ P)T.  In xenon the 

free energy of reaction changes slowly with pressure and the derived volume changes are 

small, less than a few liters per mole.  This is in contrast to the results obtained for 

electron attachment to pyrazine and methylpyrazine in supercritical ethane where Gr 

decreases rapidly over very narrow pressure ranges which leads to volume changes 

ranging from -1 to -45 L/mol, depending on pressure and temperature. (19)  Those 

volume changes were adequately accounted for by electrostriction of the ethane fluid 

around the pyrazine anion.  Calculations of this effect using the compressible continuum 

model were in good agreement with the experimental values of Vr.  It was also 

concluded that in supercritical ethane the partial molar volume of the neutral pyrazine 

and methylpyrazine are small in magnitude, at least in comparison to that of the ions.   

 To explain the small volume changes observed for electron attachment to 

pyrazine in supercritical xenon, it was proposed that clustering around the neutral 

pyrazine is comparable to that around the ion.(30)  The volume change in this reaction is 

given by: 

 Vr  =  V (Pyz
-
) – V (Pyz), (11) 

where the partial molar volume of the electron is presumed small.  The partial molar 

volume of the neutral, V (Pyz), was calculated from experimental volume changes, Vr, 

using this equation and V (Pyz
-
), taken as the volume of electrostriction calculated by the 

compressible continuum model.  At higher pressures V (Pyz) and V (Pyz
-
) were 

comparable.  Values of V (Pyz) thus obtained ranged from 0 to -9 L/mol and were 
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proportional to the compressibility as expected according to Eq. 12, where the coefficient 

a is negative. 

   V (Pyz) =  a(T) T + b(T) (12) 

Thus in xenon reaction (10) should be considered as electron attachment to a pyrazine 

molecule that already has a cluster of xenon atoms around it. 

 Energetics.  In liquids the free energy change in electron attachment reactions is 

given by:(31,32) 

  Gr(liq) =  Gr(gas) + P
-
 – Gs(e

-
) (13) 

where the polarization energy P
-
 is often approximated by the Born Eq.  However, in 

supercritical fluids the Born Eq. does not work since it is a continuum model.  In 

supercritical fluids there is considerable buildup of density around ions that affects this 

energy.  The compressible continuum (CC) model works well and accounted for the free 

energy changes when reaction (10) was studied in supercritical ethane.(19)  The CC 

model was also used to calculate the polarization energy for pyrazine ions in supercritical 

xenon.  Gs(e
-
) is the free energy of solution of the electron and is approximated by V0, 

which changes considerably with pressure as is shown in Fig. 5.  If Gr(gas) is 

approximated by – E.A., where E.A. is the electron affinity, Eq. (13) becomes: 

  Gr(liq) =  – E.A. + P
–

CC – V0  (13a) 

The electron affinity normally used is that of the molecule in the gas phase.  But in this 

case the volume change information shows that the electron reacts with a clustered 

pyrazine molecule, PyzXem, and the electron affinity of the clustered species should be 

used.  Since there was evidence that the electron affinity of the analogous species in 

argon, PyzArm increased with m by a few tenths of an electron volt,(33) the measured 
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values of Gr(liq) were used with Eq. (13a) along with calculated values of P
-
CC and V0 

to evaluate E.A.  The results showed that the electron affinity of PyzXem also increases 

by a few tenths of an electron volt as m increases.  

 

CHARGE TRANSFER REACTIONS 

 Some electron transfer reactions have been studied in supercritical xenon.  Two of 

them have been shown to be diffusion controlled and two are energy controlled.  These 

reactions have been followed by changes in the optical absorption after the pulse.  To 

carry out these studies requires that the rate of electron attachment to the solute be 

sufficiently fast to compete with ion recombination, which occurs on the picosecond time 

scale in pulse radiolysis.  The solute hexafluorobenzene satisfies this criterion; the rate 

constant is sufficiently large (see Fig. 6) that millimolar concentrations will allow 

formation of anions.  The rate constant for attachment to 4,4 -bipyridine (bipy) is also 

sufficiently large to satisfy this need.(28)  Another requirement for making these studies 

is to quench the excimers whose optical absorptions are strong and can interfere with 

detection of ions.  As mentioned under Early Processes a small concentration of ethane 

(0.4%) is sufficient for this purpose. 

 The rate constant for electron transfer from C6F6
-
 to benzoquinone (BQ) reaction 

(14), 

 C6F6
-  

+ BQ  C6F6
 
+ BQ

-
     (14) 

shown by the points in Fig.7, was determined by the rate of decay of the 550 nm 

absorption of the hexafluorobenzene anion in the presence of benzoquinone.(9)  The 

diffusion rate, shown by the solid line, was calculated from: 
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  kD  = 4 (Rion + RBQ)(Dion + DBQ) N/1000 m
-1

 s
-1

 (15) 

The values of Rion and Dion used in Eq. (15) were obtained from the mobility of the 

clustered anions.  Dion, calculated by the Einstein relation: Dion = μionkBT/e, follows the 

mobility of the ion, which is shown in Fig. 3a.  For RBQ the radius derived from the molar 

volume was used.  DBQ was derived from the radius using the Stokes-Einstein relation: 

DBQ = kBT/6 RBQ.  The good agreement of the calculated line with the experimental 

results indicates the reaction is diffusion controlled.  The peak in rate near 62 bar can be 

attributed to the peak in Rion observed at this pressure, (see Fig. 3b) where the 

compressibility is a maximum.  Very similar results were obtained for the reaction:(28) 

 bipy
-
 + BQ  bipy + BQ

-
  (16) 

This rate also shows a maximum in the same pressure region and is also diffusion limited. 

 Two other electron transfer reactions have been studied in xenon: 

  C6F6
-
 + O2  C6F6 + O2

-
 (17) 

 bipy
-
 + O2  bipy + O2

-
 (18) 

The rates constants for these reactions vary little with pressure and are well below the 

calculated rate of diffusion.  Both reactions are exothermic as can be demonstrated by 

taking the difference of the constituent half reactions.  That is, for reaction (17) the free 

energy change is the difference between the free energy for attachment to O2, reaction (6) 

and that for attachment to C6F6, reaction (8).  Thus Gr for reaction (17) should be given 

by: 

 Gr (17)  = E.A.(C6F6) – E.A.(O2) + P
-
(O2

-
) – P

-
(C6F6

-
) (19) 

A similar equation applies to reaction (18).  Estimated values of Gr for these reactions  

are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1.  Energies and Rates of Charge Transfer 

 Reaction Pressure Gr Rate constant 

  (bar) (eV) (molal
-1

 s
-1

) 

 17 52 -0.68 1.0 x 10
10

 

 17 75 -0.68 1.4 x 10
10

 

 18 52 -0.86 1.6 x 10
10

 

 18 75 -0.85 3.3 x 10
10

 

 

Both reactions are exothermic.  Transfer from bipy
-
 to O2 is more favorable than transfer 

from C6F6
-
 to O2 and the rate is faster for the former reaction, (18), which is in agreement 

with the energy gap law of electron transfer.(34)  Also the free energy does not change 

with pressure for these two reactions, which implies there are no overall volume changes 

in the reactions.  This is as expected since clustering around the products should be very 

similar to that around the reactants. 

 

CONCLUSION                                                                                    

Supercritical xenon and krypton are interesting solvents for the study of electron 

and ion reactions.  The high free ion yields facilitate such studies.  Clustering around 

ionic species must be recognized as it affects the mobility and diffusion of these species.  

The formation of excimers following ion-recombination has been elucidated by 

picosecond pulse-probe studies.  The excimers readily transfer energy to added solutes 

like ethane.  Electron attachment reactions can be fast because of the high mobility of 

electrons.  Studies of the reversible electron attachment to pyrazine in xenon have shown 
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that significant clustering occurs around neutral species.  The electron mobility is shown 

to be a function of the derivatives of the conduction band energy.  The conduction band 

energy also is important in understanding the energetics of electron reactions. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1a. Spectra of excimers in xenon at 79 bar. 

Fig. 1b. Growth of excimer spectra at 800 nm in xenon at 67 bar.  

Fig. 2a. Spectra of excimers in krypton at 110 bar. Solid line: spectra of singlet at 2 ns 

after pulse; dotted line: spectra of triplet at 9 ns. 

Fig. 2b. Growth and decay of singlet excimer in krypton at 113 bar recorded at 920 nm.  

Solid line is fit. 

Fig. 3a. Mobility of ions in Xe versus pressure. Solid line: Xe2
+
, dotted line: C6F6

-
. 

Fig. 3b. Radii of ions in Xe versus pressure calculated using the Stokes’ Eq. 3:  Xe2
+
, 

 C6F6
-
. 

Fig. 4 Electron mobility in  Xe and  Kr at 293 K versus pressure.  Dashed line is 

theory for Xe, Eq. 4, using the adiabatic compressibility. 

Fig. 5 Conduction band energy in  Xe and  Kr versus pressure at 293 K (from 

Refs(26,27)). 

Fig. 6 Rate constants for electron attachment versus pressure.  O2;  pyrazine;  

C6F6; dotted line: calculated rate of diffusion. 

Fig. 7 Rate constant for electron transfer from C6F6
-
 to benzoquinone versus pressure. 

Points are experimental; the solid line is from Eq. 15 using the cluster radii for 

C6F6
-
 calculated with Stokes’ Eq. (3). 
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Fig. 1a. Spectra of excimers in xenon at 79 bar. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1b. Growth of excimer spectra at 800 nm in xenon at 67 bar.  
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Fig. 2a. Spectra of excimers in krypton at 110 bar. Solid line: spectra of singlet at 2 ns 

after pulse; dotted line: spectra of triplet at 9 ns. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2b. Growth and decay of singlet excimer in krypton at 113 bar recorded at 920 nm.  

Solid line is fit. 
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Fig. 3a. Mobility of ions in Xe versus pressure. Solid line: Xe2
+
, dotted line: C6F6

-
. 

Fig. 3b. Radii of ions in Xe versus pressure calculated using the Stokes’ Eq. 3:  Xe2
+
, 

 C6F6
-
. 
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Fig. 4 Electron mobility in  Xe and  Kr at 293 K versus pressure.  Dashed line is 

theory for Xe, Eq. 4, using the adiabatic compressibility. 
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Fig. 5 Conduction band energy in  Xe and  Kr versus pressure at 293 K (from 

Refs(26,27)). 
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Fig. 6 Rate constants for electron attachment versus pressure.  O2;  pyrazine;  

C6F6; dotted line: calculated rate of diffusion. 
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Fig. 7 Rate constant for electron transfer from C6F6
-
 to benzoquinone versus pressure. 

Points are experimental; the solid line is from Eq. 15 using the cluster radii for 

C6F6
-
 calculated with Stokes’ Eq. (3). 

 

 


